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ABSTRACT. 4fe- show"chat the most commonly used high intensity
approximations as applied to ionization by strong electromagnetic
fields are related. .liÍA-aiao tiiscus.*.^Tic applicability of the steepest
descent method in tlu'se approximations, and the relation between them
and first-order perturbation theory, v i t Z.os-0 JU-± •;.''.;:. '.-•£ •
£/irff-)

.. u

...

.

RESUMO. Mostra»*»* que as aproximações de altas '.ntensidades mais
freqüentemente utilizadas no estudo da ionizaçao por campos
eletromagnéticos fortes sao relacionadas. DíscutAwrtiambem a utilização
do método do ponto de sela nessas aproximações, e a relação entre elas
e teoria de perturbação de primeira order,;,
(fr^fa-,}
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I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of high power lasers strongly stimulated
theoretical studies on multinhoton processes and in particular
multiphoton ionization. These treatments can be roughly
divided in two classes: high order perturbation theory, which
is well known to be poorly convergent for strong electromagnetic
fields (EMF), and a class of treatments, which we denominate
generally by high intensity approximations, where one tries
to incorporate approximately the EMF to all orders.
Fifteen years ago Keldysh

L2j

pioneered the work in

the area of high intensity approximations, proposing a scheme
based on nerturbation theory with a modified basis, which
would include already part of the effect of the EMF. For direct
ionization, the final states are the exac' solutions of the
Schrõdinger equation of an electron in the presence of a
spatially homogeneous EMF (dipole approximation). Two other
approaches were suggested one year later, the first by
Perelomov et al U2J which was claimed to be more accurate
than Keldysh's approximation; the other by Nikishov and
Ritus [3j who studied the solutions of the Klein-Gordon
equation for a spin zero oarticle in the presence of a
strong EMF. Recently Berson [4] and Manakov and Rapoport ;5J
have proposed approximations that are similar to the one
in Ref. [2j .

Henneberger [6 J and Faisal [7] applied Kramer's

unitary transformation [8] and, starting from the transformed
Hamiltonian, seeked to build an approximate solution suitable
for the case of intense fields. An alternative treatment was
proposed by Gersten and Mittleman [9j, who expressed the
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transition matrix in terms of an iporoximate Green's function,
constructed from the exact solutions of the Schròdinger
equation of an electron acted by ar. EMF in the diDo3e
approximation.
Recently, Brandi aid Davido^'ich :_10j have shown
that the aporoximations proposed in Refs. wl,7,9_ correspond to
the first term of ths sane kind of expansion in the intraatomic or intra-molijcular potential, and differ at most by
unitary transformations.
In the oresent paper, we use the Green's function
formalism to show the equivalence of the treatments by
Perelcmov et al <_2j and by Keldysh _lj . Together with the
re suits of Ref. 1_10J , the most frequently used high intensity
approximations are thus related. Using the gauge 0 = 0,
div A=0,instead of the choice cf Refs. ^1,2^ (0 = -E.r, A - 0) ,
we retrieve the result obtained from the space translation
approximation (STA) as derived by Faisal Z7*, except for the
presence of surface terms, which however do not contribute
to the ionization rato.
Severa]. critic'.tns have been presented against the
applicability of the STA to the ionization problem in the
region of stronr EMF (see, for instance, Ref. J.I. , page 1381).
The retrieval of this aocroximaticn through the usual Green's
function formalism shows, however, that the STA should indeed
be valid for fields sufficiently intense such that the exp^ns; Lc,/.
in the intra-atomic or intra-molecular potential is rapidly
c "i ver gent.
Vaidyanathan et al j.12.; have recently commented on

â

the agreement between Keldysh's anproximation and first orrler
perturbation theory when applied to one ohoton transitions in
semiconductors.

They argued that the good agreement obtained

could be fortuitous due to eventual cancellation of errors
introduced by the use of the steepest descent method and of
approximated Bloch's function.
In Ref. |_10_ , however, it was formally shown that
the high-intensity approximations lead exactly to the first
order perturbation theory results. In the present work the
simplification introduced by the choice of gauge allows the
identification of the approximations used in the application
of the steepest descent method as the unique source of the
discrepancy between first-order oerturbation theory and the
proper limit of the calculated high-intensity approximation.
We show explicitly that there is good agreement between both
theories near the one-photon ionization threshold, which is
the region where the saddle-point method is less accurate.
This fact increases the confidence in the application of this
method to evaluate multiphoton iibscrption processes, except
for the restrictions discussed ir> Section 3 and in the Appendix.
In Section 2, we briefly review the Green's function
approach, using it to establish the relation between Perelomov
et al's[2j treatment and the other approaches, discussed in

Ref. [10] .
In Section 3, we calculate the ionization rate using
the gauge 0=0,

div % - 0, as in the STA [7], and show in the

Appendix that the saddle point method cannot be aoolied to
fields of arbitrary intensity. We discuss the region of
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ar ~>licability of thir

nethod.

In Section 4, we compare our results with those
predicted by first-order oerturbation theory.

2. RELATION AMONG HIGH-INTENSITY APPROXIMATIONS
We consider for simplicity an electron bound by a
short-range potential V('xj), in the presence of a spatially
homogeneous EMF. The corresponding Hamiltonian is (in atomic
units fi^e^m^D:
K • H 0 + H(t) ,

(2.1)

where
H0 - - ^

+ V(|x|)

(2.2)

and, depending on the specific choice of gauge, H(t) stands
for either

Hi (t) - i X(t) .v + -i- X2 (t)
c

2c

(2.3)

2

or
H2(t) - -Ê.X

.

(2.4)

In «efs. [l,2]the interaction given by Eq.(2.4) is used, while
H] (t) is assumed in Ref.[7\ The term A 2 (t) in Eq.(2.3) is
eliminated by a contact transformation in Ref. [$] •
Let $.(x,t) and $_(x,t) be eigenfunctions of H 0
corresponding to the initial and final states of the system,
respectively. Let the interaction H(t) be turned on and off
adiabatically. The transition amplitude from $. to <fr- is given
by

o

A

- lint
to*-"

M.. <t,t0) ,

where
Mfj (t,tQ) « i[d3xd3x' **(x,t)G(xt;x,t0)*i(x,,t0) .

(2.6)

The retarded Green's function G satisfies the equation
( i ~ - H)G(x,x') - 5"(x-x')

,

(2.7)

where we set x=(x,t). We also introduce the following
retarded Green's functions:
(i-g^ - H0)G0(x,x') = 6*(x-x')

(2.8)

and
J 3 + . ?•
(i

3%

V

r,,.«,„i i„ _. f> _ Í"»/»_«.I\
" H<t))G£
(x,xM » «"(x-x')

(2.9)

The functions G and G0 are related by the integral
equation:

r
G(x,x') « Go(x,x') + jd^x-GÍXjX^HÍx^Goíx^x')
J

(2.10)

(symbolically G=G0 + GHG 0 ).
An alternative representation for G is

G - GJ + GVGJ .

(2.11)

The high-intensity approximations discussed in
Ref. [lO] are obtained considering G ~ G0 on the r.h.s. of
Eq. (2.10) and taking a plane wave for * f (x,t). This involves
neglecting in Eq. (2.11) terms depending on V, and should be
appropriate for sufficiently strong EMP.
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Now we show the equivalence of the above
treatment with the one proposed in Ref. _2_ .
using the approximation described above,
G - G 0 + G-j H G T , we can write down:
rt

d f d'xd x' è{(x,t)Gü(x;x,)H(x^)ii(x•

M f i (t,t c ) « 5 f i + i

,f)
(2.12)

where the ord~

" Go and H was interchanged since in the

case of H = H,(t) we can perform a partial integration over
spatial variables.
As finite limits of integration are used in Eq.
t

(2.12), we may set the Heaviside step function in G 0 equal
Í3

7' 2

'

to one. Then we may replace G 0 H by (- jrr + — J - J G Q in the
integrand of Cq. (2.12), as it is immediately seen in the
case of H = H 2 . When H = Hi(t) it is necessary first to
perform a partial integration with respect to x'.
Aft^r partial integration with resDect to x' and t',
one gets:
M

£i

=

5

fi

+ H

fi

+ M

fi

..
>

(2

'13)

where

f
M f | 1 ) = - *-fl

+ i|d'xd3x' ^Jix,t)Gj(xt;x,t0)«i(x,/t0)
j

(2.14)
and

M fi (2) * ! dt'jd'xd^x* •J(x,t)GÒ(x;x,)(ij|T + ^-)* i (i , t , >.
t

0
The term M-,

(2.15)
comes from the surface contributions

,

in

the partial integration with respect to the variable t *.

The partial integration with respect to the space variables
leads to no surface contribution.
Since
{i

+

Tt

T">*i<5»t> » Vílxjí^íxjt),

(2.16)

we may rewrite Eq. (2.15) as

ft
M

f

fi 2 > * ' d f id 3 xd 3 x , ^*(x / t)GÓ(x f x , )V(;X ,| )* i (x , ,t'), (2.17)
j
to j

which corresponds to the approximation used by Perelomov et
al [2] to calculate the transition rate.
We show below that the surface term M *

does not

contribute to the transition rate, which establishes the
equivalence between Perelomov et al.'s scheme and the highintensity approximations discussed in Bef.[lOj.
For definitentiss let us choose the gauge 0 = 0 ,
div A * 0. Vie then have:
r

r
ft
-|
2
G J ( X , X » ) * -ie(t-t') -^— fixoiio.ix-x'jiexoi- 41 (p-iX(T)) dT'
J
J(2w)3
-'
*L
it' °
d

(2.13)
Let
•i (x,t) - $±(x)e

k2

-iiyt
>,(x,t) - $ f (x)e
*
1

*

,

k2

•* +

ik.X
—
KlvY'i

(2,19)

-l~-t
e

,

(2.20)
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$i(k)

f -ik.x
* ie
* (x>d3x

(2.21)

(i

s

ana
(2.22)
Then
lp2

i[a(k,t) - a(k\t0)]

"

fi

i%-+I 0 )t Q

<2.)V2

(2.23)

and
M-,

(2) _ * i ( g ) ,T + . ic%
ia(k",t),,.
. £ j
.
A
=
fTUo ? ,e
(t,t 0 ,k,A 0 ,IT0 ) .

11

(2TT)72

„ ,.,
(2.24)

*

where
Mt f t 0 ,íc,£ 0 ,l 0 ) « ( d f exp<+i| il0 + ~(p - i j5(T))2|dT^
(2.25)
It is clear that, when t •* + •» and to -* - *, A
becomes a singular function, while M-Í 'remains bounded.
Therefore M f | ' does not contribute to the transition rate,
and the scheme proposed in Ref. [?] is indeed equivalent to
the other approaches. The different result» obtained by
Keldysh [lj and Perelomov et al.[2] are due only to different
choices of the bound state wave functions, and not to a more
exact formulation of Ref.[2], as claimed by Perelomov et al.
(cf. footnote on p. 931 of Ref. [2]).
To show that 3g. (2.12)reduces to the usual first order
perturbation theory it is necessary to assume that $- (x,t)
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is a plane w a v e . In fact in first order of H t G c in Eq.(2.12)
must be replaced by the free propagator and, of course,
after integration w i t h respect to x, w e obtain the usual result.

3. T H E IONIZATION RATE
We consider the case of linearly polarized light,
so that X = A 0 cos ut.
Prom Eqs.(2.13), (2.23) and (2.24), w e get for the
transition probability, for finite tines (t,t 0 ) and f / i:
i* 4 <£>! 2

2
fi

• fl

(2w.3

r

k2

* -i[a(k,t 0 )-(^ + I0)tc]

2

u

+ (I0 +~> 2 Ul 2 j

-

(3.1)

T
T
Wfemay choose,as usual,to » - -z, t « ^ and take the
limit T •• ». Using in Eq. (2.25) the relation:

eia

sinut

« |" j (a)e inwt

,

(3.2)

where J (a) are cylindrical Bessel functions, it is easily
shown that

ii» A(|,- §,iU5,i0> - 2. z v 2 n h r j J B M - |
T •+ •»

N,m

X 6

(T

+

T~

\

*Io " n

/

y»t»-7

•

i3 3)

'

Defining,as usual,the transition rate W_. a»
!

M J2
- lim ^ j ^ —

«
11

T -»• »

'

<3'4>

11

it is clear that the only contribution to W_.

COMBS

fro» the

third tern on the right-hand side of Sg. (3.1), leading tc

fi

C2w)3

2

MJn

»>2n^ « o ; " V ^ t f I*»

2

4

^

(3.5)
Although the transition «solitude obtained by
Faisal [?j differs from the present results, the transition
rate given by Eg. (3.S) is exactly the sane as in the Sfa.
This occurs because N { ^ 1> can be discarded and « f { 2 )

differs

from Faisal's transition amplitude by a phase factor.
The total ionization rate is obtained fro» Eq, (3.5)
by summing over all final momenta. The Main difficulty is to
evaluate the summation of the Bessel functions, which can be
done approximately by using the method of steepest descent as
suggested by Keldysh £l] and Perelomov et al [2j.
Using the integral representation
••
J U)J

(b

. f"
dB

i(Re - bsinft • asin2t)

Í n B*2n > " £

•

<3'«>

we may write the total ionization rate as
If -

Z K-

,

(3.7)

where
W.-2w

d'k «(*» - l9 - ÇílF^cS)!» ,

(3.S)
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- /Ã

ISií s i n e - - i _ Sin2e I

v

lo

4Y

and E 0 - cA0/u», i 0 = I0{1 +

2

(3.9)

J/

1/(2Y2>), Y

- u»/2I^/E0,

v « I0/u and A 0 » A 0 x.
The quantity W N may be interpreted as the ionization rate
associated to the absorption of N photons.
The integral in Bq. (3.9) is evaluated by the saddle
point method, as in Refs.[l,2], under the condition Io/»»l,
and as long as E 0 is much smaller than 9E», where Efi is the
intra-atomic field (see Appendix). This last condition has not
been established inRefs. [l,27 , and imposes a high-intensity
limit on the region of applicability of Keldysh's formula.For
E 0 << 9E_, one has

N

(2*)* I ° (l+72)l/2

M

i

Y

,.*{.!!• p„ • -i. + #,.h-S . c i g i i . £ _ x _ i \ (3.10)
l

u

L

2Y2

°

Y

° (1+Y 2 )^J'

This result is identical to Eq. (53) of Ref.[2] for
the ease of a bound wave function of the form e

/r. For other

wave functions the differences are due to the choice of
different gauges. In the case of circularly polarized EMF it
is also possible to show that the results are equivalent to
those of Ref.[2] except for the choice of gauge.
One should note that the dependence of the transition
rate on the bound-state wave function, as given by Bq. (3.10),
is much simpler than that of ltefs.[l,2] due to the choice of
gauge

0«O,$.A"»O.
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From Bqs. (3.8) and (3.1C), we may proceed as in
Sef.[2j to obtain the total ionization rate. This establishes
the applicability of the STA to ionization by strong EMF.

4. PERTURBATION THEORY
As mentioned previously, there exists some
interest [l2] in the applicability of the high intensity
approximations, in particular the Keldysh method, to few
photon processes. In the case N=l it is easily shown from
eq. (3.5), that for Y > > 1 the dominant contribution to the
/A 0 .k\
summation comes from the Bessel function Jit
) •
(

= Jj I k

W

" * \

/.If one retains only the first term of its

series expansion the results of first order perturbation
theory are exactly reproduced [ij . Therefore, we are able to
estimate the errors in evaluating the summation in Bq. (3.5)
by the method of steepest descent in its most disfavorable
situation, that is, near threshold ionization I0/w~l.
To do this we can
not proceed kas in Ref. 2 ,
fA1* JU+Y 2 ) 1 /*
neglecting the term cos '•— —*—•'•
——x \ , since in the
case Y>>1 this term contributes significantly to the ionization
rate. In fact from Bq. (3.10) one easily gets in this limit

N

(2w)* X? (4Y2)N

L

^

«2 ^J

L ** \
(4.1)

The relevant contribution comes from N»l. If we assume u>~I0

V
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and, consequently, by energy conservation, k£<<2l 0 ,we roust
use the expression
'F,(kV2 =

k2 exp

i
{2TT)S2

r

l]

(4.2)

X

in Bq. (3.8), and compare this result with the first order
perturbation theory ionization rate

11,-1-1 -S-5

k 2 6(u - ~- - I 0 ) .

i
2

°j (2»>

2Y

2

X

(4.3)

2

This yields
*»
e — - - - 0.865
W{
"
It is clear then that the differences found by
Vaydianathan et al [l?'\

between Keldysh's method and first

order perturbation theory are basically due to the
approximations involved in the use of the saddle point method.
As we mentioned previously the choice of the gauge

0*0,$.£=0

allows an imediate comparison with perturbation theory. This
is not the situation in Keldysh's result, since in this case,
the integral which is evaluated by the steepest descent
method depends on the wave function.

APPENDIX
We show now that, for very intense fields, the
integral in Eq. (3.9) cannot be calculated by the usual
saddle-point method, as applied by Keldysh, due to the
presence of coallescing saddle points.
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Let
Io

1 + —

f(6) =

+ ~-J 8 +/-f- ~

2Y2

°'

°

y

sine + —

sen26

4Y2

(A.l)
The saddle-points will be the zeros of f'(e), and
are given by:
X
1 ÍY
iY /l
A + 2I
=Tcose_8 • - — ^ ±
^v-

/2f

(A.2>

The positions of the [4l corresponding saddle-points
in the e-plane are sketched in *"ig.l, which also shows the
oaths followed by them as a function of increasing Y, for
kx<0, kx»0 and kx>0. As y •*• 0, the four saddle points coalesce
in pairs around 6 = ± -^ .
The integral (3.9) can be evaluated by deforming
the original contour of integration so that it passes through
the two saddle points above the real axes.
In the usual procedure, the saddle-point contribution
is evaluated by approximating f(6) by f(e ) + \ f"(e ) (e-e ) 2
where 6

is the saddle-point. This cannot be done for
s

arbitrarily high field intensities (when y •*• 0), since the
contribution of the second and third-order derivatives are
comparable in this case.
Indeed, we have, for the saddle point denoted bv
i in Fig.Is

(A. 3)
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f"

1

w L

y2

I0

I0

X I0

2I 0 J

When y -*• 0, we have:
£-(f

211 o
i> +—

/1 +

2Í7

(A 5)

'

-

2Io

and the higher order derivatives are also proportional to
Io
lo
— or — . Similar results w e valid for e 2 .
Expanding f(8) around the saddle point, we have
f<e) - £(e s ) + \ f ( e g ) ( B - e s ) 2 + | f " (es) (e-e g ) 3 +... CA.7)
In the usual saddle-point method, the range of the
saddle-point is defined by
|e-ej=
s

—*

<A.8)

\|£"(eg)iy

so that, when y * 0, the range of 6] would be given by

„ /p (-1—)
*

9-6,1= /&•10

\.

(A.9)

\f + ki/2l0/

In this region, the magnitude of the contribution
of the next term in the expansion (A.7) would bet

J t-(• 1 I 10-t | » S \ (-*->**
6

•

•

3 Yl

°

J

3/

(1 • kj/2i 0 ) *

So, this term is negligible if and only if

(A. 10)
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i (-2-)^

3 ,,v

£-—;

I

k

« 1

(A.11)

i\*

for all kj, which means that u/9yl0<< 1 •
w^2I0
Usinq that Y • • - 5 — - # and defining the intraatonic field as E. • (2l0iMi , we see that this condition
is equivalent to B « 9E , which defines the region of
applicability of Keldysh's approach. For the hydrogen atom,
Eg « 5.13 x 10* V/cm.
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FIGUfê CAPTION
Fig. 1 - Paths followed by the four saddle points 61# 62 ,
e3 and 9j» as Y increases. The dash's! and full
lines correspond to the plus and minus signs in
Bq. (A.2), respectively, and
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